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Spent the holiday weekend at Harmans. Fished on Sunday eve, most of the day on Monday, and a couple of
hours on Tues. The water was running between 50-60 cfs. This was a little above normal for the dates, but it
looked pretty low to me. The WT was in the low 70's, too warm for trout around here,but since these are
stockies I didn't feel too bad about fishing. Anyway, the only areas where the fish were interested in biting was
the fast pocket water and I found plenty of will takers. As you will see in the pic, the wading amongst the larger
boulders was pretty tough on my legs and knees (I'm getting older too). Most fish grabbed a chartruse green
weenie as it hit the water. With an olive crayfish and an olive bugger taking a fair share of fish. Most of the trout
were nice sized bows and a few smaller browns thrown in. Did catch one brown of about 15 or 16". The very
large hole down near my cabin #7 has a nice spring seeping in and there were at least 100 trout stacked up
about 5 feet from shore. There were many bows in there that were well over 20". I never made it up stream
further than cabin #15. That deep hole held many trout, but with the warm and slow moving water, the trout
were not in the mood to feed. All in all it was another great trip down there and my wife and I hate to leave when
it's time to go. Also on Monday, there were 5 eagles flying around near our cabin as we sat on the screened in
porch just taking it easy. When the water cools down, the fishing will be great, if fishing for stockies in not
beneath your taste. I had a good time, and hardly saw another fisherman the entire weekend. Let's see if I can
get a pic or two up. Thes two pictures are the same stretch of the river just up from the bridge. One is the 1700
flow and the other is the 53 flow. Not much wading at 1700.
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